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authors of articles - pca historical center : home page - authors of articles in the biblical repertory and
princeton review ... mo. with corrections, the addition of pagination, and information for volumes xli (1869)
through xliii (1871). 2007. 1 introduction this compilation is designed to make possible the immediate
identification of the author(s) of any given ... a hebrew chrestomathy. . . by ... brown's aramaic method journals.uchicago - book is only designed to be an introduction to the more thorough study of the so-called
chaldee of the bible and the targums. ... chrestomathy. the preface also informs us that it is only the first part of a
... (hebrew and chaldee) is good and clear, and the appearance of the pages is very pleasing to the eye. to those a
manual of the chaldee language - pureg - ws enough for the student who is well versed in hebrew. in the text,
notes, and lexicon of the chrestomathy, will be found all that is needful in an introduction to the chaldee language.
with buxtorf's lexicon and the targums, one can easily make his own way, after reading this chrestomathy. 6
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